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of Muhammadans there already ?—The question of introducing communal electorates in the district boards was never raised by anybody.
 87.	Why did not the minister introduce it ?    I
•want to know the reasons why he did not introduce
it ?—I cannot possibly tell you.
 88.	I  thought that you being in charge of the
transferred departments might know the reasons.
But I ask you whether the impression I have referred
to is well founded or ill founded ?—The impression
that the first Muslim minister introduced communal
electorates in the municipalities for the purpose of
increasing the representation of Muslims is entirely
incorrect.
 89.	How do you know that, when you do not know
the reasons why it was done '—I said that I did not
know the reasons why he did not take up the question
of introducing communal electorates in the district
boards.      When  a  thing has  not been  taken  up,
there is nothing about it and one cannot say any
thing.
 90.	One is an act of commission and another an
act of omission.    An impression has been created in
the minds of a certain section of the public that
communal electorates are introduced in one depart
ment of local self-government because that would
benefit-a certain community and that principle has
not been followed in another branch of local self-
government because the introduction of that principle
would not benefit that community.    I ask you if
you can say whether there is any substance in that
impression ?—I have said it is entirely unfounded.
As regards the   introduction   of   communal   repre
sentation in the municipalities, what happened after
the Reforms jvas merely a continuance of what was
already going on.
 91.	It was  only accentuated ?—It was a mere
continuance.    The proposals came up from the local
officers, and the only change was that the minister
dealt with them instead of the secretary and the
Lieutenant-Governor.	v
 92.	In any case, the result was that the number
of seats to the Muhammadan community was in
creased and the number of seats already held by the
Hindus was decreased ?—No.    There was no decrease
of membership anywhere.
 93.	I am talking of the proportion of seats of the
two committees ?—If the proportion of Muslims is
increased, it necessarily follows that the proportion
of Hindus is decreased.
 94.	Were      there    any   protests   made   by   the
Hindu   community   against   this   course ? — Very
strong protests in the case of Lahore and Amrit-
car.

 95.	And the Lahore municipality was boycotted
by the Hindus -for several years*1?-!—Yes.
 96.	Also the Ambala- municipality ?—Not for such
a long time,
 97.	There were similar protests in other districts ?
—Yes.
,98. Is it a fact that,in-your department complaints have beea-made that appointments of candidates and dismissals of existing incumbents were made over the heads of departments ?—I have heard of no such complaints.
99.	Is it a fact or not ?—I cannot answer for all
the departments.    With regard to the departments
I deal with I have seen no such complaints
 100.	Medical department ?—No such complaints.
 101.	Is it not a fact that many of the assistant
surgeons who had been in service for many years
we discharged because room had to be made for
Muslim assistant surgeons ?—No.
J02, I would like you to consider this point well --So far as I know, not so. If you are referring to the arrangement made after the war, when many permanent men had to come back from the army and consequently we had to get rid of temporal men, then I cannot say to what extent the communal rfepresentetion was affected by their discharge from
103. Dr. NaroKg: That is a very cautious, answer ?
 —I have never heard the suggestion made before that the Doctor has now made. I have had complaints from individuals that they were better men than men retained, but I myself have found no-reason for holding that they were better men.
Dr. Narang: I have been just informed that it has been corrected,
 105.	Sardar TJjjal Singh :  Is it not a fact that the
Sikhs   are in a minority in  all the towns in the
province ?—Yes.
 106.	In how many municipalities are the Sikhs
given separate representation ?—Very few, I think ;
I cannot say off-hand how many.
 107.	The number is about seven.    Is it not cor
rect ?    That is a reply that was given to my council
question.—If that information was given in reply to-
a question in the council, then the information wus
correct.
 108.	In how many municipalities are the Musul-
mans    given   separate    representation ?—I   cannot
answer this also oft-hand.
Fifty-two was the answer given, sir, in. reply to> one of the questions in the council.
T-he Chairman : Thanks ; you can take that answer to be correct, subject, of course, to its being corrected hereafter.
 109.	Sardar  Ujjal Singh :   Is it also a fact that
there are sixty-four municipalities in which the Sikhs
are not at all represented either by nomination or by
election ?—There is a considerable number, but what
that exact number is I cannot say,
 110.	You said  that  there  are  only  two district
boards   in  which  there   are   non-official  chairmen-
Can you tell us how they have discharged their re
sponsibility as chairmen ?—In the reports received in
the first two years of their incumbency, to the best
of my recollection, it was reported that their work
has been carried on perfectly smoothly and practically
as before.    But in the reports recently submitted
on the working of the district boards, I have noticed
that the administration, of one of these two boards
(I shall not name it publicly) has been very adversely
commented upon.
 111.	Is it due to this cause or to some other cause ?
—I do not know whether it is due to their having a.
non-official chairman or to some other cause.
 112.	You said that Government had authorised
district boards-to elect their non-official chairmen if
they   wanted.    How   many   district   boards   were
authorised ?—I never said that they were authorised
t» elect.
 113.	They  were  asked ?—Government  made  an;
offer that on certain conditions they would remove
the   deputy   commissioner   front   membership   and
direct that for the future the chairman should be
elected.

 114.	All district boards were asked ?—Every one
except those in which the elected members did not
constitute   60  per   cent,   of  the   total   number  of
members.
 115.	With a large elected element in the district
boards, the district boards have not shirked their
responsibility in the matter of raising taxes to meet
the demand of local boards ?—Every district board
except one has raised the local rate to the maximum
permissible by law, and nearly every district board
has imposed taxation on the non-agricultural classes.
 116.	Government has pointed out in this memor
andum that inefficiency in local bodies is due to the
inefficiency of their staff.     Is not  the system of
communal    representation   in   the    municipalities
responsible for it ?—Due to inefficiency of the staff ?

 117.	Yes.—Not that I know of.
 118.	You do not know that inefficiency in the
local bodies is due to the inefficiency of the staff, or
you, do not know whether it is due to communal
representation ?—I know that inefficiency is largely
due to inefficiency of the staff, bnt whether the
inefficiency of the stafi is due to the fact that in

